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Democracy not assured
By Tony Burke
Information Specialist

Millions of United States dollars ear
marked for “economic aid’ to Nicaragua
and other Central American countries
won’t guarantee democracy there, said a
U.S. foreign policy expert at UNF.
The Senate this summer narrowly ap
proved a $400 million aid package which
includes $100 million for Nicaraguan Contras. The remaining $300 million is for
“economic development” in five nations
bordering Nicaragua.
President Reagan hailed the aid pack
age as a historic vote in favor of democ
racy, supporting “peasants, students, Miskito Indians and former Sandinista sol
diers in their struggle for democratic
rule” of Nicaragua.
But money won’t bring democracy to
Nicaragua, according to Dr. Thomas E.
Leonard, UNF history professor and expert on U.S. foreign policy as it applies to
Central America.

“There hasn’t been a democracy in Ni
caragua since the Spaniards arrived,”
Leonard said. “The Nicaraguan people
haven’t ruled Nicaragua in the last 150
years. The Contras seeking to overthrow
the Sandinista government don’t repre
sent the masses of the Nicaraguan peo
ple. They are the upper crust, the ones
who lost everything to the Sandinistas.”
Leonard agrees with Senator Jim Sas
ser of Tennessee that the $300 million for
Nicaragua’s neighbors is a trade off
which permits the U.S. to train Contra
soldiers in Central America.

Though the $100 million for the Contras
appears assured, the $300 million eco
nomic assistance is in jeopardy and faces
extinction because of technical pitfalls,
congressional aides and administration

“President Reagan
wants the Sandenistas overthrown. Recently, he came close
to publicly admitting
he favors a military
solution to accornplish that.”
Dr. Thomas E.
Leonard
UNF History
Professor

Abduction hoax, ex-UNF
worker facing charges
By Marla Crews

officials have revealed. Final congres
sional action on the package is expected
this month.
“President Reagan wants the Sandinis
tas overthrown. Recently, he came close
to publicly admitting he favors a military
solution to accomplish that,” Leonard
said. “Despite the long history of U.S.
military intervention in the Caribbean,
the Pentagon is not anxious to get in
volved in another Vietnam conflict. That
is why U.S. troop involvement in Nicara
gua is an unlikely possibility at this
time.”
“The president knows there are ways
to remove the Sandinista’s without U.S.
military involvement. But now that we’re
committed to aiding the Contras, other
options are being ignored,” Leonard said.

Dr. Loftin
hosting
Egypt tour

Staff Writer

“She fabricated the whole thing,”
Jacksonville Police Detective K.D.
Gilbreath said. Suzanne Miller, a for
mer employee at UNF, tied herself to
a tree on a UNF nature trail to make
it appear that she had been abducted
by someone. Miller confessed to the
hoax the day she was found, Gordon
Bass, investigator for the Jackson
ville Police Dept. said.

Miller did not admit to the crime at
first and said the abduction began at
her place of employment on the

Southside. According to Lieutenant
John Beck of the University Police
Dept., Miller claimed two black men
hid in her van, threatened her with a
knife and told her to drive. Miller said
that she and the two men drove
around for a while before parking her
van at the UNF lake where it was
found. Miller claimed another black
man met them at this point. Miller
told police these men then stripped
her down to her underwear, gagged
her and tied her to a tree. She was
found by two ROTC members, Law

rence Dixon and Jeffrey Flint, who
were jogging in the area.
UNF and Jacksonville police were
called to the scene for investigation.
There was a “inconsistency in the sto
ry” Beck said, including the way Mill
er was tied to the tree. Miller told po
lice she was abducted at 10:30 a.m.
She was found at 11:10 a.m.

Miller was aressted the same day
and is facing misdemeanor charges.

Help the hungry
By Karen Morris
Staff Writer

UNF students and faculty are being
given a chance to help the hungry in the
Jacksonville area, the week of Nov. 17-20.
The week, Hunger Awareness Week, is
sponsored by UNF Campus Ministry.
Rev. Dottie Yoder, of Jacksonville Cam
pus Ministries, said they hope to make
UNF students aware of the needs of the
poor people in this area.

Students, faculty and staff are asked to
bring canned and dried food to campus
during the week. Collection points will be
set up in the Student Life Center and in
the Library atrium where a food tree will
be erected. SGA has challenged all cam
pus organizations to a competition to
bring in the most canned goods. A trophy
will be awarded to the group who con
tributes the most.

Bread for the World is a nationwide
lobby for the impoverished and the
homeless. A representative from that
lobby, Connie Beard, will be at a table in
front of the bookstore from 10:30 a.m. un
til 1 p.m. to encourage students to write
senators and congressmen urging support for programs for the needy. Beard
will have examples of letters as well as
addresses of the pertinent legislators.

On Thursday, Nov. 20, Ray Hollenbeck
from the Jacksonville Food Bank will
give a speech, “Hunger in Our City.” The
speech will be held in room 2127 of Bldg.
11 at noon. Yoder said the requests for
food at the Food Bank have been four
times the usual number this month. She
said the various food pantries throughout
the Jacksonville area are nearly empty.

“There is an urgent need for food and
for help for these people,” Yoder said.
Yoder also said a worship service is
being planned for Thursday. The time
has not yet been determined, but it will
be held on Thursday after the speech.
Nov. 20 is designated Global Day of
Fasting. The Campus Ministry is asking
everyone to skip one meal that day and
to donate the money they would have
spent for the meal. The money will be
collected at the Campus Ministry office
and will be donated to the Food Bank and
the food pantries on behalf of UNF.
“We must create a safety net for these
people who are caught in the cracks of
society. We must help them,” Yoder concluded.

Dr. Robert Loftin (History and Philos
ophy) will be hosting a 35-person, l0-day
cultural tour to Egypt from Dec. 26 to
Jan. 4. The basic tour will cost $1,699 and
includes all meals, round-trip transporta
tion from Jacksonville and all transporta
tions within Egypt.
Loftin, who has traveled as a “perpetu
al student” and as a group tour leader in
many countries, planned the itinerary for
this trip, which coincides with the Jack
sonville Art Museum exhibit, “Ramses
II: The Pharoah and His Time”.
An optional extension trip to Isreal is
available to those who wish to explore
“Holy Land.” The extended tour will re
quire an additional feel of $399 and re
turns to Jacksonville on Jan. 10. For
more information, contact Loftin, ext.
2887 or 641-5461.
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Comments are
for the reader's
concern as well
By Gary Rowland
There have recently appeared in the
Spinnaker several editorials and articles
that have brought about quite an amount
of feedback from the administration, fac
ulty and student body. Feedback, wheth
er positive or negative, is always appre
ciated. This especially holds true for The
Spinnaker, which has undergone a major
transformation during this semester at
UNF. However, opinions held concerning
a publication, large or small, have no va
lidity if those opinions cannot be shared
with its readers.
Newspapers have a responsibility to
their readers. If a reader is angered by
some aspect of a publication, it is the
newspaper’s responsibility to provide
that reader with the means to express his
or her self. The Spinnaker offers that op
portunity to its readers. If the opportuni
ty is wasted, it is no fault of the newspa
per. Yet, the faculty, administration and
student body of UNF fail to capitalize on
the eagerness of The Spinnaker to print
their viewpoints and ideas. Instead of ex
pressing their concerns in a public fo
rum, like the Spinnaker, they would rath
er share them only with the Spinnaker
staff.
For example, a recent editorial at
tacked student apathy. Some at UNF
questioned the content saying that it
lacked proper research to provide an
adequate argument. If this was the case
then why weren’t the objections present
ed to the readers in a letter to the editor,
instead of slowly filtering back to the

Spinnaker. A good argument is more val
id when it sways more people. The Spin
naker is more than willing to present
such arguments on its Opinion page.
The goal of The Spinnaker is not to be
self-serving, but to provide information
in the best possible package to its read
ers. It is produced by students, but its
readership goes beyond the student body.
Those who read The Spinnaker have a
valuable opportunity available to them.
They have at their disposal a means to
express their concerns and share their
opinions with a large segment of the
UNF community. Be it a complaint about
something published in The Spinnaker or
an idea for a future story, anyone who
fails to share their opinions or comments
with the readers by utililizing the Opinion
page has done a disservice to themselves
and UNF.
The Spinnaker strives to become a
voice not only for the students, but for
the faculty and administration as well.
To accomplish this, all parties must be
involved. The Opinion page of the Spinna
ker belongs to you — for your opinions,
ideas, complaints or suggestions so that
others may benefit. If you have a com
plaint or comment, that you are willing
to share with only a select few, then why
not keep it to yourself?
A newspaper does not belong to only a
small group. It belongs to everyone. The
Spinnaker is an equal opportunity news
paper.

“Where in the world is building 15?”

THE

Send all
letters to
the editor to;

Letter to the editor
Editor,

About two m mon
ths ago (the first week
of school), I stumbled over a black pipe
and fell, bruising and skinning by right
knee. There are two black pipes about 3
to 4 feet apart and approximately 3 inch
es high located between Building 9 and
the Book Store (fire zone z). This is an
asphalt walkway that many people use
every night and day. At night the pipes
are not visable because of their black
color.

Clarification--------------------------------

In the last issue of the Spinnaker, Jay
Miller was referred to as an Athletic De
partment employee. Miller is not on the
payroll, however, he says he helps the
coaches during track season (not cross
country season) and he occasionally an
swers the phone. All other information in
the story about seven members of the
men’s cross country team having been
suspended is accurate.
Correction---------------------------------In last issue’s story on Oktoberfest we
incorrectly identified Pi Squared as be
ing affiliated with the Alpha Chi Omega
Sorority. However, Pi Squared is not af
filiated with any Greek sorority at this
time.

I beleive this to be a health hazard (at
a school) because many people can be in
jured. I bruised and skinned my knee, but
the next person might break an arm or
leg. There is the possibility of the school
being sued also. After my fall, I contact
ed the Physical Facilities Building and
talked to the receptionist, telling her
about the pipes. She took down the infor
mation but nothing has been done about
it in two months.
Kathie Underhill

The
Spinnaker,

SPINNAKER
Managing Editor
Pat Munday
News Editor

Paul Brandenburger
Advertising Manager

Bldg. 3
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By Billie Northcutt
Spinnaker Contributor

Health, something you don’t really
think about until it is tested by illness.
Many people say they are healthy, but
are they?
Being healthy is more than being in
shape. Health is being in tune with your
diet, your mind and your body.
Diet is a good starting place. Accord
ing to Dr. Edward Bayne, president of
the Heart Association’s Northeast Flori
da Chapter, “Maintaining a heart-healthy
diet does not have to involve complicated
procedures and special foods.”

Moderation in eating seems to be the
key. That is where the mind and body
comes into the picture. Being aware is
the next step. Knowing when to stop eat
ing isn’t enough or even what is good or
bad nutritionally. Choosing the food good
for you is as important as just knowing.
Once eating right is accomplished by
moderation and picking foods that are
good for you, exercise is the finishing
touch.
Someone observing one or two without
the third isn’t as healthy as is possible.

The Spinnaker is located in building
three, room 2244, at the University of
North Florida, 4567 St. Johns Bluff Road
S., Jacksonville Florida, 3221 6.
904-646-2727.
The Spinnaker welcomes letters to the
editor. All letters must be 300 words or
less, signed and include the writer’s ad
dress and telephone number. All letters
are subject to editing.

The editorial content of this page
does not necessarily represent the opin
ion of The Spinnaker staff.
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Alumni
pledge
support
By Karen Morris
Staff Writer

The 1986 Alumni Phon-A-Thon has
been a great success according to Paula
Weatherby, director of alumni services.
With two nights yet to run, Nov. 12 and
13, the Phon-A-Thon has already garnered more money was raised last year.
Last year’s total was over $35,000. This
year’s goal is $50,000 with more than
$36,000 currently pledged.
Student volunteers from Lambda Chi
Alpha, Pi Kappa Phi, Pi Squared, Delta
Sigma Phi and Phi Theta Kappa, as well
as members of the nursing faculty and
the Alumni Board have called approximately 6,000 alumni in the first eight
nights and nearly 4,000 more will be contacted before the end of the drive.
The money raised goes for student
scholarships, alumni communications
and several other campus projects.
The Phon-A-Thon has concentrated on
alumni still in the local calling area and
according to Weatherby, the alumni have
enjoyed hearing from students currently
enrolled at UNF. The alumni ask questions about professors, about classes and
about what its like being a UNF student
now.
Volunteers are still needed to man the
phones for the remaing two nights of the
Phon-A-Thon. Any student interested in
working should contact Weatherby in the
Office of University Relations.

Money
given to
faculty
The UNF Division of Continuing Education recently awarded a total of $5,625
to 14 faculty members who submitted applications for the Continuing Education
Faculty Development Fund. The average
amount awarded was $402. Award recipients will use funds to pursue such professional development activities as attending a conference to learn a new skill, updating knowledge in their field and
developing a new credit or non-credit
course. The funds for these awards were
generated by the Division of Continuing
Education through its non-credit program.
Award recipients for the fallsemester
are: Bettie Adams, Noel Brathwaite,
Joan Bray, George Corrick, Paul Eggen,
Pat Foster, Yvonne Gatz, Jack Leitner,
Charles Owens, Pat Plumlee, David Porter, Richard White, Ludella Wilson and
Lanell Woods.

Briefly....
Immunization opportunitues for UNF
students to guard against outbreaks of
measles and rubella will continue with
combined UNF/public health innoculations on Nov. 12-13, in the Library
Atrium.
UNF and public health personnel will
be available from 1 p.m. - 7 p.m. both
days to provide innoculations required by
BOR policy of all State University System students. Faculty are requested to
announce the immunization sites and
times in classes. Also, it should be emphasized that only students who can be
safely innoculated should participate in
the immunization program. Students concerned about immunization for medical
reasons are encouraged to check with
personal physicians prior to being immunized. Exceptions to the immunization
policy are available to students who, for
medical or religious reasons, cannot
comply with the BOR immunization policy.

The UNF Bookstore gave out free personal gift packs containing various items
donated by vendors from around the nation on Nov. 3 and 4. Over 1,200 who received gift packs were eligible to win a
l2-inch, black/white television set.
Tammie Stoner, a junior elementary
education major, was announced the winner after SGA President Bill Bowen drew
here name from the field of 1,200 contestents. The drawing was held Nov. 5.
“I'm very excited about winning the
T.V,” Stoner said. “I never won anything
in my life.”
The television was donated by Johnson
and Staley distributors.
In 1984, the UNF Bookstore won the
Marketsource Corp. Campus Trail Pack
and is eligible to win the award again this
year.

Looking for a job? Look towards the
Career Development Center. Located in
Building Two, the center gives access to
all UNF students. Jobs range from parttime to full-time employment in the
Jacksonville area. The Career Development Center specializes in four departments: job placement, on-campus interviews, job co-ops and testing.
The job placement department consists of a library that lets students know
what is available in their job interests.
Career-oriented books show the student
what he or she can expect to make upon
getting a job in her field.
On-campus interviews are another
function of the Career Development Center and are arranged with employers at
major companies.
For students wanting to work in their
field but who would like to continue at

IBM stimulates
PC awareness
By Karen Morris

New correspondence study brochures
for the 1986-87 academic year are now
available. These list more than 120 college credit courses provided by correspondence through the State University
System. These brochures contain course
content and textbook information as well
as enrollment procedures and fee.
Students may satisfy requirements by
independent correspondent study. However, enrollment does require approval
by the student’s department or dean, and
is subject to university restrictions on
the total number of hours that may be
taken by correspondence. Enrollments in
all courses are accepted every weekday.
For more information or your free
copy of the new brochure, write the Department of Independent Study of Correspondence, University of Florida, 1938 W.
University Avenue, Gainesville, Fla.
32603 or call (904) 392-1711.

Distilled Spirits Wholesalers of Florida
Educational Scholarship Foundation has
recently awarded full-tuition scholarships to Doug Dulaney of St. Augustine,
and Tom Nguyen and Jeanne Rover of
Jacksonsonville. All are majoring in the
school of Business Administration.
The DSWF Foundation was origina∏y
created to encourage more students to
enter the field of business. In the nine
state universities this year, 36 students
are pursuing their educational goals
funded by DSWF.
The DSWF scholarship awards, among
the most sought after by students beca∖se of their size, are wholly supported
by industry contributions.

John Skare of the National Student
Roundtable visited UNF, Nov. 4, to discuss student issues. The NSR is an organization located in Washington, D.C., that
lobbies for student concerns on higher
education at the federal level. These is
sues include finacial aid, minority rights,
library support and giving students a
voice in decision making.
The NSR was formed in 1985 to help
organize student governments, and such
state organizations as the Florida Student Association, into a non-partisan
voice on student issues in Washington.

Chapter of Phi Kappa Phi National Honor Society is inviting applications from
outstanding senior students for a Graduate Fellowship for up to $6,000 for firstyear graduate or professional study. Fifty of these fellowships will be awarded
nationwide. Thirty additoinal students
will recieve Honorable Mention Awards
of $500. Each Phi Kappa Phi Chapter
may nominate one student for these
awards.
Graduating seniors with outstanding
academic and leadership records should
contact their department chairmen or
the Phi Kappa Phi chapter secretary, Dr.
Darwin Coy, in Bld. 3, Rm.2228 (phone
646-2729) for additional information.
The general criteria considered in the
selection process are scholastic achievement, high standardized test scores
(when applicable), transcript record,
honors and enrichment programs, promise of success in graduate or professional
study, leadership, participation in university and community activities, experience, evaluation by instructors, and expression of study plan and career goal.

The Academic Enrichment and Skills
Center provides opportunities of personal
achievement for students at the University of North Florida. Some of the activities provided by the Skills Center include
tutors, labs, resources, workshops, study
skills seminars, speed reading courses
and annual writing contests.
A tour of the UNF library is conducted
at the beginning of each term to help students become familiar with the library’s
facilities. Students can learn the procedure for writing research papers by attending the “How to Write a Research
Paper” workshop. The APA and MLA
Style workshops teach students the basic
process of APA and MLA referencing.
The Skills Center also holds reviews for
the Clast test, FTCE and GRE examinations.
Entries in the form of poetry, essays
and short fiction can be submitted for the
Annual Writing Contest between March 2
and April 3. Entry blanks for the writing
contest can be obtained from 2/1003. The
lst place winner will receive $50, with
2nd place receiving $25. Winners’ material will be published in the Penquest.

Stanley H. Kaplan

The SMART MOVE!
PREPARATION FOR:

SAT ∙ GMAT ∙ LSAT ∙ GRE ∙ MCAT
Classes now at Jacksonville University

Staff Writer

Nearly 500 of UNF’s students, faculty
and staff participated in the recent IBM
Personal Computer Fair held at the blue
room in building 14.
“We’re here at UNF to increase personal computer awareness among college people,” Frank Adams, IBM marketing represenative said.
The IBM team welcomed anyone interested in learning more about PC
hardware and software. Display models
of IBM’s line were set up and visitors

tending UNF, job co-ops are available. According to Skare, there are 12 million
Co-ops give students hands-on experience students and 3,200 college campuses in
in their career choice and could possibly the U.S., but only 12 states have organizaresult in a job with the same company tions like the FSA, thus demonstrating
upon graduation.
the need for a national organization on
For those persons who are uncertain student concerns.
about a career choice, the Career DevelDuring his visit, Mr. Skare met with
opment Center gives personality tests SGA administrators to discuss their inthat give students a list of possible fields volvement with the NSR. He also met
for consideration.
with UNF officials and students to talk
about student rights and minority concems.

were encouraged to work with the computers and to ask any questioned they
wanted.
This was the second IBM sponsored
the fair. Adams said the team had been
to several campuses across Florida and
Georgia this fall in an attempt to educate
more people about PCs.
IBM distributed T-shirts, hats and other prizes as well as refreshments.

CALL

727-7000

StanleyH.
KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER LTD.
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FINALLY A
FREE FLIGHT PLAN
JUST FOR STUDENTS.
YOU WON'T GET A
BREAK LIKE THIS
ONCE YOU'RE OUT IN
THE REAL WORLD.
INTRODUCING COLLEGIATE FLIGHTBANK, FROM
CONTINENTAL AND NEW YORK AIR.

Or the grand prize, for the number one student referral
champion in the nation: a Porsche and one year of unlimited
If you’re a full-time student at an accredited college or uni- coach air travel.
And how do you get to be the referral champion? Just sign
versity you can join our Collegiate FlightBank.SM You’ll receive
up
as many friends as possible, and make sure your membera membership card and number that will allow you to get
10% off Continental and New York Air’s already low fares. In ship number is on their application. In order to be eligible for
addition, you’ll get a one-time certificate good for $25 off any any prize you and your referrals must sign up before 12/31/86
and each referral must fly 3 segments on Continental or New
domestic roundtrip flight. Plus, you’ll be able to earn trips to
York
Air before 6/15/87. And you’ll not only get credit for the
places like Florida, Denver, Los Angeles, even London and
the South Pacific. Because every time you fly you’ll earn mile- enrollment, you’ll also get 500 bonus miles.
So cut the coupon, and send it in now. Be sure to include
age towards a free trip. And if you sign up now you’ll also
your current full time student ID number. That way it’ll only
receive 3 free issues of BusinessWeek Careers magazine.
cost you $10 for one year ($15 after 12/31/86) and $40 for four
years ($60 after 12/31/86). Your membership kit, including
referral forms, will arrive in 3 to 4 weeks. If you have a credit
card, you can call us at 1-800-255-4321 and enroll eVen faster.
Now more than ever it pays to stay in school.
SIGN ME UP NOW! (Please print or type) □ 1 Year ($10)) □ 2 Years ($20) □ 3 Years ($30) □ 4 Years ($40)
Must be submitted by 12/31/86.

Name------------------------------------- ---------------------------------- Date of Birth__________________
College------------------------------------------- Address—_____________________________________

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- —.Zip.--------------Permanent Address_______________________________ _____________________ Zip__________

Full time student ID #______________________________Year of Graduation__________________
$-----------

This Porsche 924 can be yours if you are the national
referral champion.

SIGN UP YOUR FRIENDS AND EARN A PORSCHE.
But what’s more, for the 10 students on every campus who
enroll the most active student flyers from their college there
are some great rewards: 1 free trip wherever Continental or
New York Air flies in the mainland U.S., Mexico or Canada.

CONTINENTAL

□ Check/Money Order Enclosed PLEASE DON’T SEND CASH
□ American Express □ Visa □ MasterCard □ Diner's Club

Account Number------------------------------------------------- ------- ---------- Expiration Date_________
Signature X_____________________________
.______________________________

FOR MEMBERSHIP APPLICANTS UNDER THE AGE OF 18: The undersigned is the parent/
guardian of the membership applicant named hereon, and I consent to his/her participation in the
Collegiate FlightBank program.
Signature X__________ ____________ _ _____________________________________________

Send this coupon to: Collegiate FlightBank
PO. Box 297847
Houston, TX 77297
Complete terms and conditions of program will accompany membership kit.

NEW YORK AIR

Some blackout periods apply for discount travel and reward redemption. Complete terms and conditions of program will accompany membership kit. Certain restrictions apply. Current full time student status required for each year of membership. To
earn any prize a minimum of 12 referrals is required. All referral award winners will be announced by 8/1/87. 10% discount applies to mainland U.S. travel only. Students must be between the ages of 16 and 25. Porsche 924 registration, license fees, and
taxes are the responsibility of the recipient. © 1986 Continental Air Lines, Inc.
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Deaf concerns heard
By Tony Burke
Information SpeciaIist

Were Sir Winston Churchill acquainted
with the University of North Florida’s
Deaf Service Center of Jacksonville, he
undoubtably would have proclaimed
“never have so many, been so well
served, for so little.”
The DSC-JAX, part of a l4-center
statewide DSC network, is located in
UNF’s Special Education Department. It
began operating as a state-funded “Center for Excellence” about six years ago,
focusing on service, education and applied research counseling for the handicapped, according to DSC-JAX Director
Bob Anthony.
Eventually, Anthony said, the state
ceased funding for the centers, forcing
them to seek other sources of funding.
“The state got out of that business but
we continued the operation,” Anthony
said. “We weren’t paid to do it, we just
did it.”
To recoup some of the agency’s operating costs, in 1985, the DEC turned to the
United Way for help. The United Way
provided $26,777 which paid for a coordi
nator and part-time secretary.

The DSC provides its clients several
necessary services, including locating
employment, information and referral,
counseling and legal help, advocacy
(rights) service an sign language training. A monthly newsletter, which Anthony called the primary conduit of information in both the deaf community and between the deaf and hearing communities,
has a growing 800-name mailing list.
The center’s main request is for its
TDD (Telecommunication Device for the
Deaf) voice telephone relay service. A
TDD is an instrument which looks like a
cross between a typewriter and a telephone. It enables users to type messages-a doctors appointment, for instance-and
send it via telephone to the DSC. The
DSC relays the message by voice to its
destination. A reply is then relayed back
to the client, with the return message
printing out on the client’s TDD.
The DSC’s other primary function is its
interpreter service. The center provides
a central place for all agencies, businesses and clients to request and schedule
certified interpreters, and helps deter-

“Our whole purpose
is not to duplicate existing services, but to
make existing services available to the
hearing impaired
community.”
Bob Anthony
UNF Deaf Center
mine responsibility for paying for the in
terpreter, when applicable. During the
first nine months of 1986, the DSC provided more than 2,100 hours of interpreting
for Northeast Florida, services valued at
$33,500.

Anthony said the DSC will ask United
Way for $40,000 this year. “We’re asking
for things we need to operate as a center,” he said. “Our whole purpose is not
to duplicate existing services, but to
make existing services available to the
hearing impaired community. The DSC
is a part of the university, but we try to
be as financially autonomous as possible.”

“We will provide services for anyone
who needs help. We feel we’re very cost
effective,” he said. “The university benefits because we’re a tie to the community. Students benefit because they’re not
restricted to a classroom setting. We emphasize education, and provide training,
access and experience in deaf education
and related fields.”

Anthony estimates there are 80,000
hearing-impaired people in the Jacksonville area, 4,000 of whom are deaf.
“Our goal is to develop satellite centers in the surrounding counties,” he said.

Army R.O.T.C.,
who are they?

In honor of all
veterans, UNF
will be closed
Tuesday,
Nov. 11.

By Brent Frei
Spinnaker Contributor

Dawn is breaking. The air is moist and
still cool from the night before. Cars begin to trickle into the UNF parking lots
just as the sun’s first rays touch building
eight. A lone armadillo forages near the
Boathouse and birds pick at unseen
things in the grass. And 25 cadets in camouflage uniforms run in synchronized
harmony around the college campus.
Who are they? soldiers guarding the
campus from outside enemy attack?
Mercenaries aiding the planned overthrow of the SGA. No, they’re UNF students, who just happen to be involved
with the Army ROTC program here on
campus.
Army ROTC is short for Army Reserve Officers’ Training Corps, a program designed to give college students
the opportunity to graduate as officers
and serve in the U.S.Army, the Army National Guard or the U.S. Army Reserve.
The ROTC program at UNF is a satellite of a host university, namely, University of Florida. Though small in compar
ison, it is a complete program,
headquartered in the technical sciences
building on campus, building 11. Currently the UNF ROTC has 25 cadets, two of
whom are women. Capt. Robert Oakes,
who arrived at UNF two months ago
from completing 51 months of active duty in Germany, heads the program on
campus.
The Army ROTC program at UNF
works like this: students enroll in the
program and take courses during their
first two years as any other student. In
addition, they agree to engage in ROTC
courses and activities, which include an
awareness of how the Army works, land
navigation and survival skills. At some
point during these first two years, usually
during the summer between the sophomore and junior years of college, students enroll in Basic Camp.
Basic Camp located at Fort Knox, Ky,
is a six week course introducing the student to army life. It is not the same as
basic training in the Army. At Basic
Camp, teamwork and leadership is emphasized, and the student receives $600
plus room, board and transportation for
the six weeks of training. Both men and
women train together, and upon comple
tion, the student can decide wheather to
complete the ROTC program, which in
volves the Advanced course.

A student is not obligated up to the
point of completion of Basic Camp. In
other words if a student wants to enroll
in ROTC at UNF, and take the first two
years of study up to Basic Camp as a
member in the program, he or she can
throw in the towel at any time not having
incurred any obligation whatsoever.
Capt. Oakes compares Basic Camp to
a “two way street”. Basic Camp allows
the Army to evaluate the student, and the
student to evaluate the Army. If the student wishes, he or she can discontinue
training with ROTC. If, however, the student successfully completes Basic Camp
and wishes to enroll in the Advanced
Course upon return to campus, the stu
dent, upon graduation, will enter the Army as a second lieutenant.
The Advanced Course involves the student’s remaining years at UNF. It in
cludes Army Officer Training, and
eligible students, upon signing a contract,
may receive $100 per month up to $1,000
per scholastic year toward college ex
penses. At this point, the student is obligated to the Army, and upon graduation
will serve an eight-year term in a combination of active duty and reserve components, or all of that term in active duty.
ROTC allows the elimination of basic
training in the Army, and the immediate
jump to officer status, as a Second Lieutenant.
During the graduate’s years as an Army officer, all expenses are, of course,
paid by the Army. Upon completion, retirement from the Army is an option, and
the graduate receives a pension for the
rest of his or her life. According to Capt.
Oakes, the time spent in the Army is well
worth it.
Capt. Oakes says that scholarships are
available. An eligible student can apply
for 22 different scholarships, including
nursing. Capt. Oakes wants to provide
students with the information they need
to enroll in the ROTC program. The benefits are overwhelming, he says. He asks
that all interested students contact him
in the ROTC section of building 11, second floor.

In the future Capt. Oakes hopes to see
UNF as a host university, with a large
enrollment in the ROTC program. Al
ready he is planning to double the number of cadets enrolled by next year.

ARE YOUR
DRINKING
BUDDIES
THINKING
BUDDIES?
Make sure your ‘‘drinking buddies" are your “thinking
buddies” and exercise good judgement-espedally if they
drive! When they need a good friend...think for them!
Don’t let them get behind the wheel-the outcome could
be disastrous.

A message from UNF’s Campus Alcohol &
Drug lnformation Center,
Building 11/Room 1335.

Anheuser-Busch, Inc.
ONE OF THE ANHEUSER BUSCH COMPANIES
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WANTED
Photography Majors:
The Spinnaker staff needs a
photo editor. Great opportunity
to gain experience. Call
646-2817 for more information.

Enjoy Sports?
The Spinnaker is currently
looking for a sport editor.
lf you’re interested please call
Pat at 646-2727.

Driver Wanted
Student who doesn’t have
Monday morning classes to
drive the Spinnaker to the
printer and return it to campus
every other Monday. Pay is
equivalent to time and mileage.
Call the Spinnaker office
at 646-2727.
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Alcohol awareness
By Lisa Beatty

Spinnaker Contributor

Problem drinking affects 15 percent of
all college students, statistics show. The
University of North Florida is working to
bring those statistics down by providing
alternatives and information about alco
hol and drugs.

UNF approached the issue of alcohol
and drug abuse long before the media
brought the issue to national attention.
Dr. Sharon Weaver, director of the UNF
Center for Alcohol/Drug Studies, has offered training seminars and resources to
the business community more than 10
years, more recently at UNF. In 1983,
The UNF Center for Alcohol and Drug
Studies was founded with Weaver as director. The center provides resources for
two other alcohol related divisions on
campus. The center also provides information to students seeking undergraduate or graduate degrees in the field of
chemical dependency. UNF is the only
university in the state offering such degrees, and it is the only university in the
region offering graduate degrees in that

field. Working with the UNF Human Resources office, the center will soon implement an Employee Assistance Program
at UNF to address issues involving em
ployee and family health and lifestyle.
Because the center is a type II, nonfunded program, it relies on financial
support from businesses in the community it serves.
Another organization on campus designed to aid students is the Campus Alcohol and Drug Information Center, directed by Brett Ray. The information
center, funded soley by student fees, provides information, workshops and referral services for UNF students. The information center has a hotline for students
and faculty that refers them to outside
agencies able to assist with various alcohol and drug related problems. Working
closely with the Center for Alcohol/Drug
studies, the information center promotes
alcohol and drug awareness through ads
and brochures.
The UNF BACCHUS chapter was established by the Information Center to

provide student involvement in alcohol
and drug abuse prevention. BACCHUS,
founded in 1974 by Dr. Gerado Gonzalez
of the University of Florida, stands for
“BoostingAlcohol Consciousness Concerning the Health of University Stu
dent.” BACCHUS’ philosophy is to promote responsible decision making concerning alcohol. BACCHUS has regular
meetings and hosts events with “mocktails,” drinks without alcohol. Brochures
showing students how to plan a success
ful party and giving information on legal
restrictions are available to all students.

“Get high on life” is the underlying
theme of all substance awareness programs on campus. UNF will participate
in the “Jacksonville Just Says No To
Drugs” week in an effort to reach the
Jacksonville community.
“By closely interacting with each other
and the community, UNF has avoided an
alcohol or drug problem on campus and
hopes to provide solutions for the Jacksonville community,” said Weaver.

“This university is doing more than
any other university, even without proper
funding,” said
an undergraduate degree in chemical dependency. And Ray, a graduate student,
has worked very hard along with Weaver
to develop the center and because of
their efforts, “UNF is the leader in the
field academically with state of the art
ideas in student intervention and community involvement,” said Dr. Weaver. The
week of October 20-26 was designated
National Colegiate Alcohol Awareness
Week in Florida by Dr. Charles B. Reed,
chancellor of the State University System and was proclaimed by Governor
Bob Graham. Activities were sponsored
by BACCHUS in the spring with activities centered around recreatrion and fellowship instead of drugs and alcohol.
But efforts won’t stop there. Providing
information, alternatives, and cooperation with the UNF community, Jacksonville community, and the state are goals
UNF meets daily through its three alcohol and drug resource centers.

Myths
Raise your alcohol G.P.A.
and tips
Courtesy of the Will Rogers Institute

To be responsible, we need to know
facts, not myths about alcohol. Far too
many accidents are caused by such misinformation. Maybe that’s why 50% of all
driving fatalities are caused by drunk
drivers. And why two-thirds of all those
arrested for DWI “just had a beer.”
Knowing some other common college
survival tips may also save lives during
the school year :
1. Don’t drive after your next tailgate
party or happy hour-whether yuo’ve had
beer, wine or spirits. One American dies
in an alcohol-related traffic accident every 35 minutes. Better walk an extra mile
or spend the night at a friend’s than risk
taking lives on the road.
2. Eat something-never drink on an
empty stomach. Eat before you go to a
party, eat while your’e there. Solid food
like cheese can slow down the alcohol absorption rate. If your’s throwing a party,
serve lots of munchies and plenty of mixers.
3. Don’t be pushed into drinking more
than you can handle and don’t pressure
your friends to keep up with you. Everyone has an individual tolerance. Let your
friends pace themselves.
4. Keep a watchful eye: Cocktails should
contain no more than 1 1/4 oz. of spirits,
wine is commonly no more than a 5 oz.
serving and a typical serving of beer is 12
oz. If you’re mixing your own drink, use
a shot glass to measure your liquor.
5. Know yourself-and your mood. If you
rarely drink, chugging a few beers will
affect you faster than it would affect
someone who is accustomed to drinking.
Just as there are helpful tips to remember, there are also some common
and dangerous myths about alcohol that
should be dispelled:
1. Myth #1: You can pace yourself by
switching from liquor to beer or wine.
Wrong. You consume the same amount
of alcohol - and can get just as drunk from the most common servings of beer,
wine and liquor.
2. Myth #2: Coffee can sober you up if
you’re drunk. Wrong again. Coffee may
wake you up, but it won’t sober you up. If
you drink one too many and then have a
cup of coffee and drive, you are just
wide-awake drunk behind the wheel. Also
taking a cold shower won’t do the trick
either. That’s only going to make you a
wet drunk

Forget the S.A.T.s, L.S.A.T.s and
G.M.A.T.s. Here’s a chance to really test
your smarts on a subject most of us think
we know: alcohol.
This test won’t get you into grad
school, but it might help ensure you’ll be
around to enter. It’s called the ’’national
Alcohol Awareness Test.”

The ’’Test” may seem simple, but the
answers can affect your health and safety:
1. Typical servings of beer, wine and liquor:
a) contain the same volume of liguid;
b) vary in alcohol contents;
c) are equal in alcohol contents.

Answers
1. AΠ of these drinks contain equal
amounts of alcohol (c). Typical servings
of beer (12 ounces), wine (5 ounces), and
distilled spirits (11/4 ounces) all contain
the same amount of pure alcohol: 0.5
ounces. This is Alcohol Equivalence. A
drink, is a drink, is a drink. No matter
what you drink.
2. If you think you’ve drunk too much,
stop. Then eat something (a). Only time
will solve the problem. A 30-minute wait
isn’t enough time; neither coffee nore
fresh air can speed the process. So the
best think to do is to drink water or milk
and eat something substantial-and wait it
out. Above all, don’t attempt to drive: if
you want to go home, get someone reliable to take you. And next time, remember to pace yourself.

3. False. When drinks are consumed at
the same pace, and assuming typical
servings, switching has no more effect
than not switching; your alcohol intake
remains the same. As for feeling terrible,
it may happen, not neccessarily because
of the alcohol, but because of the mix of
non-alcoholic ingredients.

2. When you think you’ve had too much,
what do you do?
a) stop drinking and eat something.
b) wait thirty minutes for your next
one;
c) drink black coffee and go out for
some fresh air;

3. True or false. Switching drinks during the evening will get you more drunk
than staying with one type of drink.
4. How do you pace yourself at a party?
a) moderate the amount you drink;
b) drink only beer or wine;
c) switch from liquor to beer.

4. To pace yourself, moderate the
amount of drink (a). Whether it’s beer,
wine or liquor, alcohol requires no digestive processing. Moments after your first
sip, alcohol passes through the wall of the
stomach and small intestine directly into
the blood stream. In a few more moments, it reaches the brain. If you take
several drinks in one hour, for example,
you’ll quickly feel the effects and your
Blood Alcohol Content will rise above the
acceptable level.
Blood Alcohol Content directly correlates to the amount of alcohol you consume, whether it’s a glass of beer, wine
or liquor. So, never drink fast to catch up
when you join a party late. And remember, it’s just as important not to ’’chug”
three beers in a row as it is to avoid
three ”quick-ones” of liquor.
5. True. Drinking ’’lightly” means moderating the amount you drink, not what
you drink. Beer, wine and liquor are all
beverage alcohol. The typical servings of
each can have the same effect on you.
Don’t think of wine and beer as substitutes for alcoholic drinks. And they’re no

5. True or false. When you want to
drink ’’lightly,” it doesn’t matter if you
have a beer, wine or a mixed drink.

6. To slow down the effect of alcohol:
a) drink more slowly;
b) eat something substantial before
hand;
c) snack while you drink;
d) all of the above.

7. Labels on beer, wine and liquor:
a) describe the alcohol ’’proof” of the
beverage;
b) list the alcohol content as a percent
age of total volume;
c) vary in the kind of information they
give you.

’’lighter” than a cocktail. Remember, a
drink, is a drink, is a drink.

6. All three activities slow down the effects of alcohol (d). All are responsible
ways to drink at a party. One the average, the body needs about one hour to
’’burn off” any typical drink, whether it’s
wine, beer or liquor. So pace yourself accordingly. Eating something substantial
is one of the best ways to slow the body’s
absorption of alcohol into your
bloodstream-preferably food high in fat
and protein-l5 or 20 minutes before you
drink.
Some people think that wine and beer
are foods. Actually, the nutritional value
is too small to matter. Eating solid food
is just as important when you drink wine
or beer as it is with liquor.
7. Labels on
beer, wine and liquor vary in what they
tell you(c). Beer labels usually don’t tell
you alcohol content. Wine labels record
alcohol content by percentage o volume.
Liquor labels record their ’’proof” a term
derived from the ’’proving” of alcohol
content in tests distillers used centuries
ago.
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films in focus

The color of:
By Diane M. Satterfield
Spinnaker Reviewer

Newman, Cruise and Scorsese — three
words that hardly require any embellishment. But embellish I must otherwise
this would be an extremely short column,
the subject of which is the film The Color
of Money. A quasi-sequal to the 1961 film
The Hustler, The Color of Money is an
other Scorsesesque view of the world.
In it we again see Fast Eddie Felson
(Paul Newman), retired from the ranks
of pool, now dealing in liquor. He happens
upon young Vincent Lauria (Tom Cruise)
and his girlfriend Carmen (Mary Eliza
beth Mastrantonio). Vince is a natural,
not only for pool but also for the “hustle.”
He possesses just the right amount of
what Eddie calls “flake” in addition to an
uncanny knack for 9-ball.
Eddie convinces Carmen and Vincent
to go on the road where Eddie will
“steakhorse,” or play money on, Vincent.
The idea is to arrive in Atlantic City a
virtual unknown, win the 9-ball toumament and cash in on some very hefty
bets.

What happens is that halfway there,
due to Vincent’s childish behavior and his
inability to grasp and put into action Eddie’s plan, the trio splits up with Eddie
deciding to go it on his own. And provid
ing Carmen and Vincent the finacial
means to go it on their own.
Eventually they all wind up in Atlantic
City. And as luck would have it Vince and
Eddie must play each other in order to
advance in the tournament. I won’t tell
you who wins but I will tell you that it
doesn’t end there. It ends with a private
match between the two for the purpose
of settling all deals and all bets that have
almost bitterly transpired between them.
What Scorsese, and screenwriter Richard Price, have done with this film that is
so remarkable is to weave two completely different stories into one combined
work. One of the stories, detailed in the
first half of the film, involves young Vincent’s rite of passage into the real world.
Employed at Child World and enamoured by video games Vince is playing at
life without really living it. Once he gets

out of Child World and into the real
world, albeit Fast Eddie’s real world,
Vince has to change and become the hustler. since the real world is presented in
microcosm through the pool world, he
really only changes to the extent that we
all change when confronted by harsh,
cruel, unfeeling reality. Vince only
changed so as to deal with his new world.
The second story, detailed in the second half of the film, is much more
straightforward. In the first half of the
film Fast Eddie finds out what happens
when you entrust your dreams to other
people. It’s the old “if you want something done right you’ve got to do it yourself" adage. Eddie sees that the only way
to realize his dream is to try to make it
come true himself.
What director Scorsese is so good at is
involving unique characters and their
unique lives into the realm of the universal where we can all identify and learn
from them.
What Cruise is so good at is playing the
young, cocky hustler to be. He somehow

WHAT:
WHO:
By Lee Lanier
Spinnaker Contributor

The Color of Money, through its selec-

tion of settings and imagery develops a
believable impression of the travels of a
professional pool hustler. Viewing single
frames of the film and studying them
separately for content is a useful method
for judging the film. This approach is
termed semiotic, for it deals with the optical qualities of the medium’s expression. The director (in this case Martin
Scorsese) selects what is shown, and the
editor shapes the rough footage into the
final copy. These two artists are responsible for what the audience sees, and
they are the subjects of semiotic criticism.
A trail of smoke rising from the tip of
a cigarette is the opening image of the
film. Scorsese chose this image to develop his interpretation of the story. An excellent director should further the development of the theme with every image.
The theme, and the title itself are foreshadowed by the smoke.
As the two characters (portrayed by
Paul Newman and Tom Cruise) are emotionally departing along their separate
paths, they enter a blighted urban area
pool hall. The old shark says he smells
money in the dingey establishment, and
the young apprentice says he smells
smoke
Upon reflection I feel the director is
showing that the color of money is the
color of smoke. That is, success for the
hustler is achieved by maintaining a
smokey facade of compulsive inexperience, while in reality there is the ability

to hand choose the moment of victory at
double or nothing odds.
The psychology of the hustle is realistically portrayed in the film. The actual
color of the money is gray. Gray is an
emotionless color that is like a hustler
himself. Just as Paul Newman hustles
the young apprentice into traveling with
him, he teaches the young shark to take
without remorse or sympathy.
My dissatisfaction with the films imagery is with waste. At times the filming of
nine-ball is superb. Table level views behind the ball on it’s course to the pocket
are excellent. Unfortunately a majority
of the games are shot above the table in
rapid, jerky montages that waste time
that should have been employed for character development. Similarly shots of the
aging hustler wasted precious time that
may have been employed for other purposes.
Although the performances, settings
and images are fine examples of the cinema craft, there are too many moments
of blank space filled with unevocative
imagery. As a suggestion, next time you
see a movie be cognizant of this method
of analysis. Chances are you will be displeased with the film. However, once in a
rare while you will come across a film
that is a gem within the realm of cinematic expression, and you will appreciate this new depth of analysis. Although
I didn’t fell The Color of Money was a
cinematic gem I did enjoy the film and I
can say it is worth the time spent watching it.

always manages to play very unlikeable
characters but yet still imbue them with
something appealing.
What Newman is so good at is just
plain acting without appearing to. He so
completely emerges himself into the
Fast Eddie character that at times we
can almost see the wheels turning in his
head as he creates and manipulates his
plan. He possesses a tremendous technique that transcends acting. After such
films as Butch Cassidy and the Sundance
Kid, The Sting, The Verdict and The Hus
tler if this role doesn’t win Newman an
Oscar nothing can or ever will.
One last outstanding aspect of The Col
or of Money is the atmosphere it manages to evoke. From dark, sleazy pool
halls to the 9-ball tournament in Atlantic
City we not only see where we are but
we feel as if we’ve been there. The Color
of Money is a tightly constructed, character analyzing film with much going for it
and nothing holding it back
The Color of Money is now playing at
the Baymeadows 8 Plitt Cinema Theatre.

Live
In Concert
David Pooler

Tuesday
WHEN: November 11th
8:00 pm

WHERE:

The
Boathouse

WHY:
1. No schooI
2. First keg on us
3. No cover
4. Free Food
5. Hear the only Japanese
rendition of “Stairway to
Heaven” in the U.S.A.
6. It’s sponsored by your
University Food Service
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Stark Raven

By Dorreen A. Daly
Spinnaker Contributor

Stark Raven, headliner band for UNF’s
Earth Musicfest ’85 and ’86, returns to
UNF for an 8 PM concert Thursday, November 13 at the UNF Boathouse. (Parking Lot Four is recommended.)
The six-member “hot rhythm ’n’ roll”
band uses acoustic instruments with
electric pick-ups to produce a sound that
ranges from near-classical to southern
swing. Blues, country and jazz are noted
among their influences.
Raven instrumentation includes violin,
cello, guitar, dulcimer, mandolin and an
unusual percussion set. The majority of
songs in Raven's reportoire are original;
the rest have been arranged to conform

to the band’s progressive acoustic sound.
The group has performed at hundreds
of colleges and universities, festivals,
fairs and concerts, and has been featured
on television. Said Ron Hutchison of “TV
Talk,” “The Stark Raven band is without
equaL..their music is as multi-flavored as
the offerings at the nearest BaskinsRobbins shop and as delightful to digest.”
The public is welcome to this free concert, co-sponsored by the UNF Student
Government Association’s University
Programming Board and the Kappa Pi
chapter of Delta Sigma Pi international
business fraternity. For information, call
the UNF Office of Student Life at
646-2525, or the SGA Events Hotline,
646-2018.

Calypso Night
By Karen Morris
Staff Writer

Tiki lights and the mellow sounds of
steel drums will announce UNF’s first
ever Calypso Night. The event will be
held in the Boathouse at 8 p.m. on Nov.
22.
“We will have a Umbo contest, and we
will be giving out lots of prizes,” University Programming Board Chairman Jeff
Gardner said.
T-shirts, hats and other Calypso-type
things will be given away, Gardner said.
Sandwiches will be sold for 99 cents,
California Wine Coolers will be 50 cents
and other food and beverage items will
be sold at reduced prices.
Caribbean Sounds, a steel drum band,
will be performing calypso, reggae and
standard music for listening and dancing.
Members of the band include UNF
graduates Barry Oslavsky and Mike Wilson, along with UNF professor Charlotte
Maybrey. Maybrey is the Principal ChairPercussionist for the Jacksonville Symphony and Oslavsky is also one of its
members. Tony Steve, on standard
drums, will also join the Sounds of Calypso Night.

Boathouse
hosts
songwriter
Singer, song writer Paul Brandenburger performs at the univeristy boathouse
Tuesday evenings between 8 p.m. and 11
p.m.
Brandenburger performs contemporary music featuring James Taylor and
Jimmy Buffett, along with original compositions.

Steel drum music originated in Trinidad and is still a tradition there. The
drums are in three ranges. The bass set
is made up of six drums, the lead set consists of two drums and the mid-range set
also has two drums.
Calypso Night is being sponsored by
the UPB, SAGA and Duval Beverage.
UNF students and their guests are invited to this free event.

Two panio students of
Dr. Gerson Yessin
(Fine Arts) were selected by the Jacksonville Music Teachers
Association to represent Jacksonville at
the Annual Florida
State Music Teachers
Convention in Fort Myers. They performed
Mozart’s Sonata for
two pinanos on the
Faculty Recital at the
Fort Myers High
School Auditorium.
The two students are
Kathryn McGehee and
Ron Touchton.

Jacksonville influences
artist Sheperd’s work
By Cathy Jensen
Spinnaker Contributor

The exhibition at UNF’s art gallery,
“Between Two Fires” by Robin Sheperd
is an excellent example of local talent
that often goes unnoticed.
Sheperd, a native of Northampton,
England came to Jacksonville 13 years
ago, after working for the BBC, to work
for Channel 7. Once art director for the
William Cook Agency, Shepard now directs his own design and advertising studio.

Sheperd’s commercial work includes
assignments for such organizations as
USA Today, Southern Bell, Delta Airlines, MCA Records and Jacksonville
Transportation Authority. His exhibitions
have included stops in Los Angeles, Ca.
at Landau Gallery as well as the Sandra
Krasmon Gallery in New York.
“Between Two Fires” reflects the influence Jacksonville’s culture has had on
Sheperd.
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events
November 10
Kalliope Workshop — Kalliope Writer’s

Collective — FCCJ Kent Campus — 7:30
p.m.
Turkey Baskets — craft workshop —
FCCJ Kent Campus — Noon

Wellness Assessment — Wellness Center
— 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Yoga — Bldg. 14 annex — 12:00 to 1:00
p.m.

November 14

Safe Aerobics — Osprey Fitness Center
— 7:15 to 8:00 a.m.
Fitness Testing — Osprey Fitness Center
— 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Yoga — Bldg. 14 annex — 12:00 to 1:00
p.m.

Imaginary Invalid — theater — FCCJ

Kent Campus

November 11
Veteran's Day — no classes
Holiday Images — student home eco-

nomics Christmas show — FCCJ Kent
Campus — thru Dec. 5
The Tower Brass — Chamber Music Series — JU Swisher Auditorium — 8:00
p.m.
Putt-Putt Golf Tournament — sign up
deadline
Safe aerobics — Osprey Fitness Center
— 7:15 to 8:00 a.m.
Fitness Testing — Osprey Fitness Center
— 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Yoga — Bldg. 14 annex — 12:00 to 1:00
p.m.
Stress Management III — Bldg. 2/2060 —
5:00 to 6:00 p.m.
November 12
Blood Bank Mobile — blood drive —

Annual Student Talent Show — FCCJ —

Florida Theater — 8:00 p.m.
Shakespeare — UNF Theater
Caddyshack — movie — UNF Boathouse
— 8:00 p.m.
Saturday Bowling Tournament — sign-up

deadline
Chess Tournament — Student Life —
Bldg.l4 -1:00 p.m.
Safe Aerobics — Bldg. 2 Banquet Room
— 12:00 to 12:45 p.m.

Women's Support Group — Counciling

and Testing Center — Bldg. 2/2068 — 4:30
to 6:00 p.m.
Wellness Assessment — Wellness Center
— 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Eat for Health II — Bldg 2/2057 — 12:00
to 1:00 p.m.
Safe Aerobics — Bldg. 2 Banquet Room
—12:00 to 12:45 p.m. and 5:15 to 6:00 p.m.
Getting Started — Bldg. 14 annex —3:00
to 4:30 p.m.

November 20
The Rocky Horror Picture Show — UNF

America Beach Blvd. — 6:30 p.m.
Baptist Campus Ministeries City-Wide
Social — 3105 Universtiy Blvd. N. --

6:30p.m.

November 13

UNF Bldg. 1 entrance — 10:00 a.m. to
6:00 p.m. — thru Nov. 19

November 17
Fitness Testing — Osprey Fitness Center
— 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Safe Aerobics — Bldg. 2 Banquet Room
—12:00 to 12:45 p.m. and 5:15 to 6:00 p.m.
SGA Local Speaker's Week — Bldg. 2
Banquet Room —12:00 p.m. — all week
UNF Potter's Guild Christmas Sale —

house — 8:00 p.m.

Symphonic Band Concert — FCCJ — Civ-

ic Auditorium — 8:15 p.m.
Big 4 Sports Competition — sign-up deadline
Divorce Adjustment Group — Counciling
and Testing Center — Bldg. 2/2068 — 3:30
to 5:00 p.m.
Safe Aerobics — Osprey Fitness Center
— 7:15 to 8:00 a.m.
Wellness Assessment — Wellness Center
— 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Yoga — Bldg. 14 annex — 12:00 to 1:00
p.m.
UNF Foundation Board Meeting — Library Foundation Board Room — 12:00
p.m.

November 21

Divorce Adjustment Group — Counciling

and Testing Center — Bldg. 2/2068 — 3:30
to 5:00 p.m.
Safe Aerobics — Osprey Fitness Center
— 7:15 to 8:00 a.m.

November 18
Linda Black — concert — FCCJ
Ping-Pong Tournament — Rec. Room —
Bldg. 14-7:00 p.m.

SGA

November 22
Calypso Night — UNF Boathouse — 8:00

p.m.
Inner city Powerlifting Championships —

Osprey Fitness Center — 2:00 p.m.
Fitness Testing — Osprey Fitness Center

— 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
Safe Aerobics — Bldg. 2 Banquet Room
—12:00 to 12:45 p.m. and 5:15 to 6:00 p.m.

INTERESTED IN
•Compact Discs
or Audio?

Boathouse — 8:00 p.m.

November 15
Saturday Bowling Tournament — Bowl

FCCJ Downtown and South campuses —
9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Putt-Putt Golf Tournament — Putt-Putt,
Beach Blvd. -- 6:30 p.m.
Wellness Assessment — Wellness Center
— 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Eat for Health II - Bldg. 2/2057 - 12:00
to 1:00 p.m.
Safe Aerobics — Bldg. 2 Banquet Room
—12:00 to 12:45 p.m. and 5:15 to 6:00 p.m.
Stark Raven — concert — UNF Boat-

November 19

Inner City Powerlifting Championships

— sign-up deadline
Safe Aerobics — Bldg. 2 Banquet Room
— 12:00 to 12:00 p.m.

Choreography Dance Concert — JU

Swisher Auditorium — 8:00 p.m.

• Marketing?
• A Resume Builder ?

DIGITAL SOUND
MARKET SERVICES
Needs ambitious
college students
to be campus
representatives
Cal! 1-800 223-6434
or 1-219-626-2756

Big 4 Sports Competition — coed flag

football — Residents Rec. Field — 2:00
p.m.

9am to 9pm

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION

OPEN HOUSE FOR STUDENTS
Representing student concerns and issues is one of the major responsibilities of the Student Government Association.

One committee of SGA,the President’s Cabinet, serves to focus the senate’s attention on
specific issues.
This year two new positions have been added to the President’s Cabinet, that of Minority
Affairs Advocate and Public Relations Director in an effort to better represent the student
and communicate in a more open and direct manner.
SGA invites you to an open house for students on November 12 from noon to 1:00 p.m.
and a Coffee Social on November 13 from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.

Come out and meet the Cabinet, bring your questions, ideas and suggestions. SGA wants
to hear from you!
OUTSIDE

OPEN HOUSE----------- NOVEMBER 12--------- NOON - 1:00 p.m.
COFFEE SOCIAL------- NOVEMBER 13------------- 5:30 - 6:30 p.m.
UNIVERSITY OF

NORTH
FLORIDA

BUILDING 9

SGA OFFICE
(BUILDING 14)
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UNF tennis ranked # 1
Rankings
above
average

Ospreys
dominate
tourney
By Tony Burke

By Tony Burke
Sports Information Director

Sports Information Director

The UNF mens and womens tennis
teams both achieved high preseason
rankings heading into the 1987 season.

UNF tennis players claimed three of
the four top finishes at the 1986 Northeast
Florida Tennis Foundation Men’s and
Women’s City Tennis Tournament at
Sawgrass.
In the all-UNF final, Jill Ward beat
Lotta Eckburg, 6-3, 6-3 for the women’s
championship.
UNF sophomore Louis Lamontagne
was defeated in the men’s final by Steve
Price, 6-2, 6-1. Price, 22, was a former
number one player for Furman (S.C.)
University.
Lamontagne advanced to Sunday’s fi
nal by defeating top-seeded Frank Vermeer of UNF, 6-3, 6-2. It was a turnabout
for Vermeer, who beat teammate Lou
Ballantine 7-4, 6-4 in the third round.
UNF’s Mark Freyman and David
Coates both exited the tourney with third
round losses.
Ward gained the women’s final by
beating Melissa Smith, 6-3, 6-0. Smith had
ousted UNF’s Sue Leach in a three-set
quaterfinal match, 6-, 6-7, 7-6, after
Leach downed teammate Susan Ferguson in the third round, 6-0, 6-2.

The Lady Ospreys, defending national
champions, are ranked number one in
the NAIA Area 5 preseason poll. That
particular NAIA area includes all teams
in Florida, Georgia, Alabama, Tennessee
and Arkansas.

1986-87 UNF Women’s Tennis Team

District rival Flagler College was
ranked second.

UNF senior All-American Cindy Balser, the Lady Ospreys top singles player,
was rated the area’s third seeded player.

Lotta Eckburg, a junior from Kungsbacka, Sweden, was rated ninth. Eckburg transferred to UNF from Florida
Community College at Jacksonville
where she compiled a 30-4 record her final year playing at number two singles.
She is also a two-time Jacksonville Women’s Open finalist.

Jill Ward (12), freshman Lori Webster
(29), Yoli Casas (32), Canan Truluck (45)
and Terry Chandler (47) of UNF were all
seeded among the area’s top 50 players.
UNF’s men’s team, the defending district champions, were ranked fourth nationally in the NAIA preseason poll, trailing defending national champion Flagler
College, Auburn-Montgomery and Lander College.

In the tourney’s most unique match,
UNF’s Eckburg, formerly an AllAmerican player at Florida Community
College at Jacksonville, rallied to defeat
Rene LaDue, the former UNF AllAmerican who is now an assistant coach
for FCCJ. That semifinal match ended
2-6, 6-2, 6-2. LaDue made the quaterfinal
by beating UNF’s Chila Ancalmo 6-2,6-4.

1986-87 UNF Men’s Tennis Team

Women,S Tennis schedule
Date

Opponent

Feb. 1
Feb. 1
Feb. 7
Feb. 10
Feb. 13
Feb. 14
Feb. 17
Feb. 20
Feb. 20
Feb. 21
Feb. 24
Feb. 27
Mar. 2
Mar. 6
Mar. 7
Mar. 8
Mar. 10
Mar. 11
Mar. 12
Mar. 19
Mar. 20
Mar. 22
Mar. 23
Mar. 24
Mar. 25
Mar. 26
Mar. 28
Mar. 30
Apr. 2
Apr. 4
Apr. 7
Apr. 11
Apr. 12
Apr. 14
Apr. 22
May 2-3
May 18-20

West Florida
Santa Fe CC
Georgia Southern
Florida CC Jacksonville
Florida State
Auburn
Jacksonville University
Alabama
Vanderbilt
Alabama-Birmingham
Flagler
College of Boca Raton
Richmond
North Carolina State
Wake Forest
College of Charleston
Temple
Winthrop
Memphis State
SW Missouri State
Brenau
Nebraska
Georgia Tech
Northwestern
Arkansas-Little Rock
Columbus
Virgina Tech
Harvard
Florida CC Jacksonville
College of Charleston
Jacksonville University
Georgia Southern
South Carolina
Flagler
Rollins
District Championship
NAIA National Championship

Location

Gainesville
Gainesville
UNF
FCCJ
Tallahassee
Auburn, Ala.
UNF
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.
St. Augustine
UNF
UNF
UNF
UNF
UNF
UNF
UNF
UNF
UNF
UNF
UNF
UNF
UNF
UNF
UNF
UNF
UNF
UNF
Charleston, SC
Jacksonville
Statesboro, Ga.
Columbia, SC
UNF
UNF
Rome, Ga.
Overland Park, Kansas

JOIN US AT THE BOATHOUSE
FOR MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL
$100.00 in Cold Hard Cash to
Anyone who predicts the
EXACT score of the
game.
(*Winners and Losers)
Must be present to win!

*Sponsored by your University
Food Service
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Jarvis
putting
forth
best
effort

UNF stuns USF
By Tony Burke
SportS Information Director

Two UNF junior college transfers
stunned South Florida’s number one doubles team enroute to winning their flight
at the International Tennis Coaches Association Small College Championships
in Pensacola.
UNF’s Yoli Casas and Cecilia “Chila”
Ancalmo defeated USF’s Kim Rogers
and Isabell Lorenzo, 6-3,4-6,7-6 in a semifinal matchup. Casas and Ancalmo then
defeated Jenine Perkinson and Susan
Shunnarak, the number one double’s
combination at Columbus (Ga.) College.
Ancalmo, 20, a junior business administration major from San Salvador, El
Savadore, transferred to UNF from Santa Fe Community College in Gainesville
where she compiled a 14-8 record at number three singles and a 17-4 record at
number three doubles position. Ancalmo
reached the semifinals in both singles
and doubles at the Florida Regional
Championships last year.
Casas, a 22-year-old junior physical education major from Raleigh, N.C., was
Santa Fe’s number one singles player the
previous two years and compiled a 38-17
record at that position, reaching the
semifinals of the Florida RegionalChampionships last year.

Three doubles flights were drawn to
accommodate the 52 teams entered in
the tournament.
In singles action, UNF freshman Lori
Webster advanced to the tournament’s
semifinals where she was defeated by
Joli Harvanik from the College of Boca
Raton, 6-4, 6-1.

“We played as well as
any team in the tournament.”

UNF Tennis Coach
Leo Vorwerk
Harvanik advanced to the semifinals
by defeating UNF’s Casas, 3-6, 6-2, 6-3 in
the fourth round. Harvanik was beaten in
the final match by teammate Darlene
Kahn, 6-3, 6-2.

Make money the
old fashioned way,
sell advertisements
for the Spinnaker.
Call 646-2727 for
more information.

By Tony Burke
Sports Information Director

Cindy Balser, #1 singles player

Senior All-American Cindy Balser of
Higham, Mass., UNF’s number one singles player was upset in the fourth round
by Susan Shunmarck of Columbus College. Ancalma was defeated in the opening round by Rhonda Hooper of FreedHardeman College (Tenn.).

WORK FOR
YOURSELF
As a campus rep you’ll be
responsible for placing advertising
materials on bulletin boards and
working on marketing programs
for clients such as American
Express, the Navy, CBS and
campus recruiters. Part-time
work; choose your own hours. No
sales. Many of our reps stay with
us long after graduation. If you
are self-motivated and a bit of an
entrepreneur, call or write for
more information to:

1-800-221-5942 (Central Time),
American Passage Network,
6211 W. Howard Street,
Chicago, IL 60648.
chicago, Dallas, Los Angeles, New York, Seattle

classifieds
NAA Meeting-The National Accountant’s
Association will meet on Tuesday, November l8th at the Seminole Club located
at 400 N. Hogan St. There is a hospitality
hour and dinner beginning at 5:30p.m. A
student fee of $7.00 will include dinner.
The guest speaker, Bill Hoffman of McCormick and Dodge in Atlanta, will
speak on evaluating business software.
For reservations, call Chris West at
358-2701.
CLOTHES!-Classy Clothes Consignment
Center, at 5611 Timuquana Road (Westside), is open 10a.m.-5:30p.m. MTZFS.
Gently worn men’s women’s children’s
fashions shoes and accessories all are at
affordable prices. Call 771-9370.
JOB AVAILABLE-for campus rep for
the prestigious New York Timesenergetic, sales oriented and dependable.
Underclassmen prefered. Call
1-800-631-2500 and leave name and phone
number for Robert Knupp. I will call you
back.
ROOMATES-Need two female roomates
for a condo at Ponte Vedra beginning in
January l987(Spring term). #200 a
month rent and share utilities. Call
249-3593 after 5:00p.m. and ask for Virginia.

TRIP-I have two round trip tickets to
Portland oregon leaving December l9th
and returning December 27th. hey are
for sale. Call Lisa at 778-4585 or 246-9053.
TYPING BY MICHELLE-Professional,
confidential, reasonable. APA term papers, resumes, business correspondence.
Theses dissertations and newsletters.
Beaches-call 246-0378.
GENERAL TYPING SERVICES-Term
papers, resumes etc on word processing
equipment with memory. Bold type, Justified right margin. APA specialist. Near
Regency Square. Call Mrs. Hudson at
723-3211.
EXPERT TYPING-Careful attention to
spelling grammar and punctuation. Near
Pickwick Plaza in Mandarin, north of
I-295. Call 262-7502.
IBM TYPEWRITER-Like new. Self
correcting with three elements. For sale.
Call 285-4626.
KEROSENE HEATERS with safety features. Sears brand, 8,000 or 10,000 btu,
with kerosene can. $30 each/either or
both. Call 731-2080.
MUST SACRIFICE-a single-wide, two
bedroom mobile home because of a
transfer. Located near campus at Countryside Village (Beach Blvd. at St. Johns
Bluff), it is a perfect investment for students at just $6,300. Call Kyle collect after 6:00p.m. at (305)647-1799.

DRIVER WANTED-Student who doesn’t
have Monday morning classes to drive
the Spinnaker to the printer and return it
to campus every other Monday. Pay is
equivalent to time and mileage. Call the
Spinnaker office at 646-2727.

In high school, Kim Jarvis just wanted
to run well enough to earn a scholarship
on a college track team. Now, four years
later, the University of North Florida senior physical education major has parlayed that desire into All-American status on track and in the classroom.
After setting several school track and
cross country records and earning numerous awards while attending Sturgis
(S.D.) High School, Jarvis enrolled at
Barton Community College in Great
Bend, Kansas where she earned junior
college All-American honors and was a
member of Barton’s national champion
track team in 1984.
UNF coach Bob Symons sold Jarvis on
the balmy Jacksonville climate in 1985.
Jarvis became a steady top-four finisher
for the Lady Osprey cross country team
which finished as the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics (NAIA)
11th ranked team. She also earned AllAmerican honors as a member of UNF’s
distance medley relay and two-mile relay teams which finished second and
sixth respectively at the national indoor
track meet.

“My goal this year is
to become a Cross
Country All American.”
Runner
Kim Jarvis
Just as important, Jarvis’ 3.1 grade
point average made her an Academic
All-American.

This year, Jarvis has lowered her
cross country times, contributing to
UNF’s 23-1 record and number five NAIA
national ranking. The Lady Ospreys, who
have defeated several NCAA Div. 1
teams, are favored to win their district
for the third straight year.

FOR SALE-BEST OFFER: Radio Shack
color computer, 64K extended basic ;2
disk drives, tape recorder, DMP-200
printer; 25 software programs, including
word processing, data base management,
spread sheet, etc. 646-2788 or 262-6954.

“My goal this year is to be a cross
country All-American,” Jarvis said. “I
want to be able to go out and compete
with the best of the runners.”

SHARE A RIDE-I-95 to Richmond Virginia, leaving December 20th and returning January 3rd or 4th. Γm driving and
need a rider to share expense and driving
time. Call 262-1346 after 5:00p.m.

“My coaches have stressed that I have
the ability to run better, and that pushes
me on,” she said. “They also stressed
how important it is to have fun while running.”

AIR FORCE-has officer openings. For
more information, call T. sgt. Oaks at
(904)378-6444.

“My parents helped me strive for my
goals and took me where I had to go,”
she said. “I owe a lot to them.”

USED POPCORN POPPER A bargain
at $5.00. Call 642-3649.
LAND CO-OP-Interested in buying land
in a group, dividing it (with some common land) and building a small community near Jacksonville? Call 636-0581.
MAKE BEER-.12¢ a bottle. Beer and
wine making supplies-Best Brew :3967666.

Jarvis expects to receive her degree in
physical education December 1987. “I
would like to go into sports medicine;
Γm looking at a graduate school in Texas, but that depends on the job market
when I graduate,” she said.
Jarvis advice to aspiring collegian
track stars: “Work hard and listen to
your coaches, parents and peers. Ninety
percent of the time, they’re right.

